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For more information on these products,  
visit their websites at: 

www.grandeurhardware.com 
www.grandeurhardware.com 

www.waterstoneco.com

Sophistication is the goal with these stunning gold and brass 
embellishments that can take a design and elevate it to five-
star quality! It’s all about the details when it comes to creating 
a timeless, elegant look, and bold metallic accents add an 
immediate element of sophistication. Gold detailing is classical in 
spirit but adds an updated modern edge that’s irresistible.  

Pure Urban Elegance 
Paying homage to its namesake New York City thoroughfare, the 
Fifth Avenue Collection by Grandeur Hardware is the height of 
sophistication. The Fifth Avenue Collection offers a variety of 
configurations for exterior and interior doors, including passage, 
privacy, single and double dummy sets, tall plates, entrance sets and 
one-piece handle sets. All are available in eight beautiful finishes. 

This exceptional collection has a simply chic silhouette with a 
classic, yet contemporary look that offers nearly universal appeal. 
Solid brass construction and amazing versatility help create a 
lasting impression of culture and refinement. 

Shown here is the Fifth Avenue Plate with Baguette Crystal Knob 
in Vintage Brass. 

Industrial Chic Details 
The Hannah vanity is an amazingly versatile design that features 
a trendy transitional aesthetic, clever storage solutions and nearly 
endless customization options. Hand-crafted in the US, the vanity 
comes in standard widths from 24 to 72 inches in five different 
configurations. Each includes an impressive variety of storage 
spaces, including split short drawers as well as double-height 
bottom drawers. 

The Furniture Guild offers Hannah vanities in 25 standard 
finishes. Customers may add hardware and accents in eight 
metallic finishes to make the vanity their own. 

Shown here are the Campaign Bar Pulls and Inlay – a ¼-inch-wide 
metal inlay with mitered corners and knurled details in satin brass.

Bold Ingenuity 
Inspired by the massive gantry cranes in Los Angeles’ harbor, the 
Gantry Pull-down Faucet’s dramatic design statement makes it a 
stand-out piece in any kitchen.

Its spray arm spring technology gives the sprayer an easy, smooth 
pull, and its pull-down sprayer instantly diverts water from spout 
to sprayer the user holds the handle. Made from solid brass, the 
Gantry is available with a 12- or 18-inch articulated spout. It 
comes in an impressive variety of 32 finishes, including various 
tones of bronze, copper, pewter, brass, nickel, graphite, gold and 
stainless steel. 

The Gantry faucet is made in the US and comes with a lifetime 
functional warranty.

By Linda Jennings
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